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Dear Ms Browder,
 
Thank you for your email asking for clarification of moving the sample collection site at Pohakuloa
Training Area (PTA), Hawaii as part of the NRC possession license SUC 1593.
 
To answer your inquiry I refer you to the ERMP data summary report for calendar year 2017, which is
located at ADAMS at Accession No. ML18136A794, and I present the germane text here.
 
It states on page 17-1 for PTA:
 
During the quarterly sampling events, collocated sediment samples were collected from one point
downstream from the RCAs (Figure 17-1), but no surface water was present for sampling during any of
the quarterly events. The sampling point, ERM-01, is located at an intermittent stream at the installation’s
northern boundary, downstream from the RCAs. When the sampler traveled to the location included in the
site-specific ERMP, the point was outside of the installation boundary. As a result, the sampler actually
collected the sediment samples from an alternate location as close as possible to the originally planned
location. As shown in Figure 17-1, sediment samples were collected approximately 1,900 feet from the
planned location for ERM-01. All future sampling will be conducted at the same location that was sampled
during the first three quarters shown in Figure 17-1.
 
Thus, the sample site was arbitrarily chosen without review, the only comment justifying its relocation was
that it was downstream from the radiation controlled areas (RCAs).  Being 1,900 feet away cannot be
characterized as close.  That procedure is woefully insufficient.  There is absolutely no information given
as to the contiguity of the drainage basin, identifying what constitutes “downstream” for which this
arbitrarily chosen sample site is located, what dilution effects may be from other sources of drainage
introduced to this new site, and if it is even connected to the four RCAs identified at PTA, which it
probably is not. 
 
Relocating the sample site must be considered an improper action as the sample site must be fully vetted
to insure it is consistent with the ERMP to be able to trace DU migration from the Radiation Controlled
Areas.  There is no information given that an amendment was submitted to change the original sample
site.  It appears to have been a spontaneous decision of the sampling individual.  The only request I recall
was one over a year ago to modify the mapped boundaries of PTA on a figure because of scale
transcribing errors.
 
There needs to be a comprehensive drainage basin analysis study performed.  There are numerous
computer programs available to do so, and perhaps you may decide to enlist the aid of the U.S.
Geological Survey Water Resources Group that has an office in Hawaii.  You should be aware that there
are two lava flows just several hundred years old between the RCAs and the sample collecting site that
certainly impede any sediment flow from the RCAs to the sample site.  In addition, there are usually
several precipitation events per year that might have enough water to allow intermittent flow from the
RCAs toward the sampling site.  Sampling could have been done during those events but apparently was
not.  This is critical as it could provide a visual record if even any flow from the RCAs reaches the
sampling location or is it all from auxiliary areas within a sequestered drainage basin in which the sample
site is located.
 
I am fully aware that it is not in the best interest of the Army to design a program that may find that
depleted uranium has moved from the RCAs.  However, the NRC should not blithely accept the Army
program design as it is not in the best interest of the public for whom the NRC is charged to protect.  This
lack of oversight is clearly demonstrated by this superficial selection of some alternative sample site.  Ask
yourself these probing questions.  Was the sample site moved because DU was found at the originally
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selected site?  What other shortcuts and conveniences may have been used to minimize finding any
migration of DU?
 
Subsequent samples were also collected at this alternative site.  Because there was no progress report, it
is highly likely that the NRC did not know about this situation until the yearly report was released.  All
collections at this alternative site negate the validity of analyses.  Therefore, this is an urgent matter
requiring immediate NRC site inspection and intervention.
 
I was told several months ago by Ms Amy Snyder, NRC Rockville, Maryland, that the enforcement of the
license provisions was now in the hands of the site inspectors who had the latitude to ask for the
analytical results.  She was kind enough to forward my interest to the Army and, as Mr. Koenick pointed
out to me, the Army forwarded a voluntary copy to the NRC.  It was Mr. Koenick who gave me your
address to contact.
 
This may seem a trivial matter but it really is not.  It goes to the core of all safety issues related to the
license and illustrates the flippant attitude toward the monitoring program.  This issue and any others
found must be dealt with in a thorough and responsible manner and cavalier attitudes should not be
allowed to continue.  Conduct a basin drainage analysis and identify how much surface flow contribution
is from the RCAs and how much from other areas; then select a reasonable sample collecting site.  Do
not let alternative sites be based on alternative facts.
 
Sincerely,
 
Michael Reimer, Ph.D.
Retired geologist
GeoMike5@att.net
10/10/2018
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